Résumé. Dans cette article nous annonçons que la fraction d'invertible m-fois matrices persymétriques sur
. . . α . . . α 
denotes the number of rank m m × k matrices over F 2 of the below form
denotes the number of persymmetric s 1 × k rank s 1 matrices over F 2 of the below form
denotes the number of double persymmetric (s 1 + s 2 ) × k rank s 1 + s 2 matrices over F 2 of the below form
denotes the number of triple persymmetric (s 1 + s 2 + s 3 ) × k rank s 1 + s 2 + s 3 matrices over F 2 of the below form
denotes the number of m − times persymmetric δ × k rank δ matrices over F 2 of the below form
. . . α
ON A CONJECTURE CONCERNING THE FRACTION OF INVERTIBLE M-TIMES PERSYMMETRIC MATRICES OV

A conjecture concerning m-times persymmetric matrices
Conjecture : Let 1 m m j=1 s j = δ k.
We state that the number Γ 
In the case δ = k we deduce easily from (2.1) that the fraction of invertible m-times persymmetric matrices is equal to m j=1 (1 − 2 −j ). To justify our assumption (2.1) we shall prove that our supposition is valid in the following five cases: 
Proof. See (1.2) refer to Section 1.
We have, Γ 
Proof. See (1.4) refer to Section 1. We have,
6. Justification of our assumption (2.1) in the fourth case Theorem 6.1. The number of δ × k triple persymmetric matrices over F 2
Proof. See (1.5) refer to Section 1. We have,
7. Justification of our assumption (2.1) in the fifth case Theorem 7.1. The number of δ × k m-times persymmetric matrices over
Proof. See (1.6) refer to Section 1. We obtain from Lemma 10.1 in [4] with some obviously modifications that
. . . 
We get from Theorem 6.1 that
Combining (7.1) and (7.2) we obtain
For other related articles concerning persymmetric matrices over the finite field with two elements see Cherly [7] , [8] and [9] .
An example
Let m, k, δ be rational integers such that 1 m δ k.
We denote by M m,δ,k the k × δ matrix over F 2 of the below form: Example. Let m=3, δ = 8 and k=10. 8 ≡ 2(mod 3) that is 8 = 2 + 2 · 3, so i=2 and s=2. 
We then obtain that the number Γ 
